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Alignment Tool and Set of Toothed Belts for Cross 
Sealing Station in ROVEMA VPR / VPK / BVK Machines 

Dear customer, 

Regular maintenance secures a trouble-free production and effectively prevents unplanned 
downtime. In this context, it is necessary to regularly maintain the cross sealing station, especially 
in continuously working form, fill and seal machines. This particularly affects the toothed belts and 
sometimes the gear wheels since a correct alignment of these parts is mandatory for a parallel and 
smooth run of the sealing tools. 

For this purpose, ROVEMA has developed the universally usable alignment tool as a useful aid for 
the machine types VPR 250, VPK 260 and BVK 260. It consists of two clamps, one for each side, 
for the fixation of the front and rear drive shaft. This avoids a shifting of the toothed belts during the 
fitting and tensioning process and optimally aligns the unit for the subsequent installation of the 
sealing tools. This provides a considerable saving of time during the alignment and helps to 
preventively avoid serious damage to the sealing tools caused by incorrectly adjusted belts. 

Moreover, the ROVEMA package, containing two alignment tools and seven toothed belts according 
to your machine type, offers you a considerable price advantage compared to an individual order. 

Your advantages at a glance: 

 easy handling and application

 optimal alignment of drive shafts after exchange
of toothed belts

 saving of time through one-time alignment

 avoidance of damage to sealing tools
caused by incorrectly adjusted drive shafts

 considerable price advantage

The alignment tool can used the ROVEMA machine types VPR 250, VPK 260 and BVK 260. 

For more information about the alignment tool for the cross sealing station or in case of questions 
regarding your ROVEMA packaging machine, your contact persons at ROVEMA Service are always 
at your disposal. 

Your ROVEMA Service Team 

alignment tool for cross sealing station in 
ROVEMA form, fill and seal machine 


